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FALL GRAIN STORAGE TIPS 

 

With a lot of corn in farm storage this year, it's an important reminder to remember to aerate and 

cool the grain and make sure the top of the grain mass is leveled off. If the grain remains peaked, 

that is a big problem waiting to happen because all too often spoiled grain will first occur in the 

peak. 

 

Farmers need to move at least one (preferably two) cooling zone(s) through the grain to remove 

field heat and help equalize moisture contents. We didn't create a lot of dryer heat in the grain this 

year and that was great news because of the energy costs that would have occurred. 

 

Thereafter, move one cooling zone per month through the grain until it is cooled to between 30F 

and 40F. Check the grain temperature and condition every two weeks, and as needed, to monitor 

cooling zone progress. 

 

The initial cooling is important. Do not skimp on fan operation. Turn the fans on as soon as grain 

covers the perforated floor or aeration ducts and operate them continuously until all the grain has 

been cooled to the prevailing outside temperature. Since cooling is the primary concern, 

especially if the grain has come from a dryer, do not turn the fans off during rainy or humid 

weather. The problem this fall wasn't rain, it was abnormal warm weather when grain was going 

into storage. Failing to get the grain properly cooled can cause more problems than the small 

amount of rewetting that occurs from running the fan on a humid day. 

 

In Nebraska, average air temperatures drop at the rate of 2.5F to 3F per week during the fall. 

Cooling the grain once per month will keep grain temperatures within 10F of the outside air 

temperature. Continuous fan operation is recommended to make these monthly temperature 

changes, but a carefully managed intermittent fan operation schedule can be used to move a 

cooling zone through the grain, however, intermittent fan operation may make it more difficult to 

keep track of the location of the cooling zone. Whichever program is followed, keep grain 

temperatures within 10F of the average outside air temperatures to minimize moisture migration 

and condensation problems. Know your airflow rate. If your airflow is one tenth cubic feet per 

minute (cfm) per bushel or 1/10 cfm/bu, it takes 120 to 150 hours aeration fan operation to get the 

job done. If your fan flow rate is 1/5 cfm/bu, it takes 60 to 75 hours. If you have a large fan 

creating 1 cfm/bu, a cooling zone can occur throughout the grain mass in 12 to15 hours. Bins can 

really vary with their setup. 

 

If you have a new situation and you need help calculating your air rate in a bin, the most accurate 

method is to consult the fan manufacturer for the fan curve. I have average tables you can use. 

There is a publication out of Purdue that is useful www.ces.purdue.edu/extmedia/AE/AE-90.html 

and Nebraska Extension has some excellent material to review on the web at: cropwatch.unl.edu. 

 

Cropwatch is an outstanding Nebraska Extension newsletter free on the Internet with timely 

agricultural issues. The grain management guides appear in last year's October issues. For more  

 



 

information, give me a call at 821-2151 or stop by the Extension office in Wilber or e-mail 

rpryor1@unl.edu. 
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